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the first trenches there were no second trenches. Rocks
and holes everywhere, steep precipices, twisted channels
that once carried water, but little deliberately placed to
oppose an enemy. It was child's play for the machine-gun,
which rattled merrily into knots of black men, just awakened,
and for the hand grenade, which cleaned the caves. Mulu-
geta organised a late resistance in the eastern part of the
Amba which was not penetrated yet—thanks to the dead
Makonnen.
At five-thirty on Saturday afternoon the " March the
23rd" raised their flag on the summit of the Amba.
Mulugeta was grateful for the darkness that followed.
Abandoning all his equipment, his uniforms, medals,
books, papers, his ceremonial dress, his glory of the civil
wars, he fled with Del Valle through the gap made by
Bidwoded Makonnen. His army was a chaotic remnant,
scattered in all directions. Many were caught in the
mountains, and shot in cold blood. The Italians grossly
exaggerated the force opposed to them. Including Wodaju
and Makonnen it was only forty thousand, less than half
of whom were on Amba Aradam. But the number of
dead that they claimed was not far from the truth. Six
thousand ... as nothing, compared with the deaths that
were to follow.
Six small cannon were captured by the Italians :
Mulugeta's total artillery. In small groups under the petty
Shoan chiefs, drilling their way clear with the dozen
machine-guns left to them, the Ethiopian Army of the Centre
moved towards the south. Only the remainder of
Makonnen's Wallegas kept together. The rest spread out
in fear of the planes which they expected in the morning.
For while there was night they knew they would have
peace.
The Italians were scouring the mountain, killing off
the men who were trapped in the caves and wondering
at this huge bastion which the Ethiopians had held
but never defended. Their victory was described as
a magnificent feat of arms. But it was not. It was a
perfect piece of destructive organisation, executed on a
people of whom only a handful^ knew what organisation
meant*
With all the animals, mules, horses and cattle that they

